Privet Lives –
Placemaking in Suburbia
Andrew Beharrell

Discussion of placemaking tends to focus on the big
successes and failures – we can probably all agree that
Granary Square is great and that Euston Square is not.
But the lives of Londoners are affected more by the
ordinary places where most people live – the suburbs.
And it’s on ordinary suburban streets that we find a really
telling lesson in spontaneous place making – and the
degradation of places.
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In praise of ordinary places
Over five million Londoners (around 60%) live in the
20 Outer London boroughs
London’s biggest building boom took place in the
1920’s and 30’s, with massive expansion of the
suburbs around new commuter rail and underground
links. The great architectural legacy of Metroland is
the semi-detached house.

LONDON POPULATION DENSITY: BY LONDON BOROUGH, 2010
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Metroland

London’s unsung heroes

The form was pioneered by the architects and
planners of the Arts & Crafts and Garden City
movements, and popularised by the developers of
By-pass Tudorbethan. They all extol the merits of
a house with its own front door, and gardens front
and rear.

So, this piece is about the suburban front garden
as a microcosm of place making – actually not even
the whole front garden, but the privet hedge.

London’s suburbs have been celebrated in popular
culture, from John Betjeman to The Good Life.

Inner London owes a huge debt to the plane tree
and Outer London to Ligustrum Ovalifolium.
By my calculation, London’s semis alone could have
supported over 36 kms of privet hedging when built.
Obviously front gardens make the suburbs greener,
but hedges do so much more than that:

LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM *

*

PLATANUS × ACERIFOLIA *
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The front garden
A filter for privacy and view
The privet hedge provides privacy while allowing
controlled views to and from the street. The
degree of openness depends on the health of the
hedge and the attentiveness of the gardener. In
this illustration the hedge also offers a celebration
of entrance.

“The big thing about hedges is
that they are right down at tailpipe
level… catching pollutants on the
leaves… to offer people in homes
better protection”
Prof Prashant Kumar of Surrey
University writing in Atmospheric
Environment

*
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A filter for air pollution
In January this year pollution levels in London
overtook Beijing, and the Mayor issued the highest
pollution alert - saying that the capital’s “filthy air”
is now a “health crisis”.
Research by King’s College for TfL claims that
nearly 9,500 Londoners die early each year due to
long-term exposure to air pollution.
According to Professor Kumar hedges can
significantly reduce the exposure of residents to
traffic pollution.

*
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The front garden
A place of social opportunity
On a lighter note, here’s a challenge to the social
anthropologists out there – let’s see whether there
is a measurable connection between front gardening
and the amount of inter-action people enjoy with
their neighbours.

*

Enhancing the nation’s health
I have not yet found a statistic linking the health
benefits of hedge trimming with the NHS budget, but
I’m sure it’s there somewhere.
*
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A source of employment
For the affluent or the lazy, front gardens are an
opportunity to pay someone else to do the hard work
for you. The suburbs are alive with the sound of
professional power tools.

173,000

gardeners employed in
the UK (2016)

42,000

self-employed people in building and
garden services in London
(Office for National Statistics 2015)
*

A sanctuary for urban ecology
The privet hedge offers a five-star nesting place for
birds and haunt of insects

*

*

*
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The front garden
A sanctuary for the orderly mind
Those of us who crave solace in pure form can find it
in the front garden.

A stimulant for public art
Not as fine as yew or box, but privet still offers a
willing canvas for the art of the topiarist.

*
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Vision and reality

Sadly, the suburban idyll I have been describing
survives mainly in conservation areas – while large
parts of London’s suburbs have become seriously
degraded.
There are many reasons, including poverty, subdivision of houses and ‘bin blight’.
But the main culprit is the motor car, and the
unquestioning assumption that suburban living must
be car dependent.
Quite apart from the visual damage and health
impacts, the car has become an inefficient form of
transport – congestion and air quality are just as
bad in parts of Outer London’s as in the centre, and
‘peak time’ continues through the whole working day
and parts of the weekend.
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The front garden
A car showroom
Car-cramming has disfigured the street-scene,
destroying privet hedges and cherry trees. Whole
streets of front gardens have been converted
into car parks – or car show-rooms for our prized
possessions.
Estate agents say that ‘OSP’ adds up to £50,000
to the value of a property. It is harder to value a
beautiful front garden.
Perversely, every pair of crossovers for private
on-plot parking spaces eliminates at least one onstreet space. So, this is not just about having a car,
but about the perceived convenience, security and
status of having it on your own property.
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Percentage of households
with access to a car or van:
England
Outer London
boroughs
Inner London
boroughs
Extremes:
Sutton
Tower Hamlets

74
58 average
43 average

78
29

Car dependence is changing

Public transport
All this can change. 20 years ago, people living in
inner boroughs like Camden and Islington took for
granted the right to own and use a private car. Now
it is a rare and expensive privilege.
For obvious reasons, the suburbs lag behind the
inner boroughs. But Outer London can and will
change. Around 40% of land in Outer London
already falls within 10-minutes’ walk of a local
station. Here is some work we did with Lichfields
taking Ealing as a sample borough: the land edged
red is all within the catchment of existing stations.
Although Crossrail 1 will not add new stations in
Outer London, it will massively increase capacity.
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Car dependence is changing
The way we live now and the
Uber revolution
Social trends, powered by technology, are bringing
goods, information and entertainment to our homes
and changing our journey patterns.
Car clubs and the Uber revolution are offering
cheaper and more convenient alternatives to car
ownership.

“London should embrace new
technology to make car ownership
pointless” Lord Adonis

The way we live now and the
electric revolution
We are walking, running and cycling more – for
convenience, health and lifestyle reasons.
Electric bicycles will get cheaper and better and
attract many more people into cycling – especially
in hilly North London where I live. There will also be
an electric revolution in delivery vehicles, micro-cars
and buggies for older and disabled people. There is
huge potential for these modes to replace shorter
car journeys.

“Over one third of all the car trips
made by London residents are less
than 2 km” Health Impacts of Cars in
London (GLA September 2015)
* images require permission
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Policy and prediction
Don’t take my word for it - it’s all here in the
Mayor’s newly published Transport Strategy. This
provides evidence for the trends I have mentioned
and sets out ambitious policies to accelerate them
- including public transport investment, better
provision for cycling, emissions charging and road
user charging.

Mayor’s Transport Strategy
Draf t for pu bl i c co n s u l ta ti o n
J UN E 2 0 1 7
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Ligustrum Ovalifolium Resurgens
What can be done to revive
placemaking in the suburbs?
So, returning to my original theme, what can we do
to encourage a renaissance in the suburban front
garden?
–	We should of course take advantage of existing
trends, and also embrace the Mayor’s Healthy
Streets initiative.
–	We should extend to Outer London car restraint
through the planning system – restricted or nilparking permissions for new development have
been the norm in several Inner London boroughs
for many years now.

*
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–	We should use planning conditions to promote
proper front gardens in new development – with
enough space for hedges and discrete storage
for bins and bikes – not just an apologetic strip of
concrete paving.
–	Any chance of some modest grants to replace
parking with gardens?
–	How about a publicity campaign? Perhaps Joanna
Lumley would welcome a new cause to replace
the Garden Bridge.
–	Let’s invite corporate sponsorship of street
improvements – perhaps more realistic than
government grants – think of those lavishly
landscaped French roundabouts.

And let’s encourage people to do it for themselves.
This is a piece of work we did with HTA and others.
It proposes Local Development Orders, Plot
Passports and Permitted Development Rights to
empower suburban home-owners to become microdevelopers.
It shows how we could modernise the suburbs
- update the building stock, increase the number
and variety of homes, reduce car dependence – and
retain the characteristics of space and greenery,
privacy and independence that people value.

TRANSFORMING
SUBURBIA
SUPURBIA
SEMI-PERMISSIVE

2015

SEMI-PERMISSIVE

SUPURBIA
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Reaching an accommodation with the car
How tragically streets are degraded when gardens
are grubbed up to make way for parking. And
how great it would be to reinstate them – what a
difference to countless London lives and what a
boost to placemaking in the capital.
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*Asterisk images require permission
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